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failures in spite of their notable achievements. The ado-
lescent's level of aspiration is extremely important in his
emotional adjustment and the finding of appropriate per-
sonal goals essential to his usefulness and happiness.
As a result of lack of purpose, adolescents have resorted
to running away, drinking, and other attempts to escape
from a life that gives them no legitimate satisfactions,
Unsuccessful Emotional Development. — One of the most
serious forms of emotional maladjustment that occurs during
adolescence is dementia praccox. The steps by which a child
moves into this undesirable path of development may be
described as follows:
 1.	He begins to draw upon his inner life because he has been
rebuffed and unable to get the things lie wants.   He makes
the discovery that it is pleasant just to dream about these
desires.    An adolescent with this tendency may appear
reticent, stubborn, or negativistic, and may brood over real
or fancied injustice done to him.   It must be remembered,
however, that the case histories of many adolescents who
do not go over the line of abnormality show many of these
characteristics.
 2.	Later he may adopt a character or role.
 3.	If the outside world remains hostile and he gets into a jam
doing the wrong things, he may find himself dreaming
when he ought to be acting, and has insufficient energy
left for the pursuit of adult interests.
 4.	After an individual reaches the stage where he is unable
to get out of the dream world, the chances of curing him
are slight.   Such an individual becomes increasingly un-
happy in any role and derives no nourishment from outside
contacts.
Any of the habits, attitudes, beliefs, and social forces that
are in back of human acts may become ovcrpotcnt and drive
the individual into abnormal behavior* Certain sets of un-
conscious factors may tend to determine the direction and
strength of emotional responses. Thought processes may be
dominated by self-interest rather than by logic and reason.
Abnormal behavior as observed in psychotic adults begins
to appear in children approaching tine time of puberty*

